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Method:
The first persuasive theory used to analyze this
campaign was Vance Packard’s eight hidden or
compelling needs. These needs are “extra
psychological values that they could add to products
to give them a more potent appeal, the depth
merchandisers came upon many gratifying clues by
studying our subconscious needs, yearnings, and
cravings” (Packard, 1957). For this project I focused
on Facebook’s use of two of these needs, roots and
reassurance of worth.

In order to weigh the effectiveness of Facebook’s
“Here Together” persuasive advertising campaign, this
essay applies two of Packard’s eight hidden needs
and cognitive dissonance theory as a methodological
frame for evaluating the campaign’s use of
persuasive messaging. As Facebook’s public image
was falling apart in the wake of the Cambridge
Analytica scandal, the company launched “Here
Together” to rebuild consumer trust. This study found
that although Facebook effectively used Packard’s
compelling needs in its persuasive messaging it did
not resolve the cognitive dissonance created in its
users, therefore rendering the campaign ineffective.

Artifacts:
Along with this poster I
analyzed Facebook’s
60 second ad spot
titled ”Here Together”,
which aired in the US
and UK. This ad
focused on the reasons
people began using
Facebook in the first
place. In doing so it
made an argument for
why users should stay
on the site.
This document was printed as a poster and newspaper
ad and distributed throughout the world.

Research Questions:

RQ1: Did Facebook provide a comprehensive plan to
rectify their mistakes?
RQ2: Were the means that Facebook used effective
in interacting with stakeholders and keeping them on
the site?
RQ3: How did Facebook use “Here Together” to
regain public trust?

Method cont.

Analysis: Compelling Needs

Analysis: Cognitive Dissonance

The second theory employed in the analysis was
cognitive dissonance theory. The basis of this theory is
that “the individual strives toward consistency within
himself” (Festinger, 1957). This consistency is known as
consonance or psychological harmony. Dissonance
occurs when individuals have inconsistencies or
psychological disharmony and strive to eliminate that
disharmony. This project analyzed the effectiveness of
Facebook’s attempt to quell the dissonance created in
users due to the Cambridge Analytical scandal.

In Facebook’s ad spot they focused on playing upon
users attachment to their roots and our need for
reassurance of worth. The ad hammers home the
points that Facebook connects you to your roots and
will provide you with a sense of worth. These are
things that brought people to Facebook in the first
place. This persuasion technique is effective as
Facebook has no equal which users can switch to.
Therefore, they are stuck with Facebook, which easily
makes compelling arguments for its use.

Dissonance was created in Facebook users when the
Cambridge Analytica scandal came to light. Both of
the artifacts analyzed in this paper mentioned
something about changing Facebook for the better in
terms of privacy. However, neither provide a
comprehensive plan which details how this new
privacy will be achieved. Therefore, Facebook does
not provide their users with any information that could
allow users to reconcile their dissonance. This causes a
continuation of user distrust towards the site.

Conclusion:

Conclusion cont.
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The emphasis of Facebook’s campaign should have
been to lay out a clear and comprehensive plan to fix
whatever allowed for users’ data to be harvested by
a third party. By doing so Facebook would have been
able to regain the trust of their users and rectify any
dissonance. Instead, Facebook made vague claims
about privacy which held no weight. This leads to the
conclusion that the campaign failed. However,
because there is no alternative for users to switch to
those who don’t trust the site but continue to use
Facebook continue to wrestle with dissonance.
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Facebook effectively used Packard’s compelling
needs to persuade people to stay on the site.
However, the campaign did not successfully present
new information to consumers that would resolve the
dissonance caused by the Cambridge Analytica
scandal. Facebook was already the most used social
media platform in the world so, it was not hard to
form arguments that play upon why people should or
want to use the site. What was difficult was creating a
plan to protect users’ privacy; this is where Facebook
dropped the ball.
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